
RECORD OF VOTES TAKEN AT THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE
ON FRIDAY 5 FEBRUARY 2016

Councillors in attendance:

David Alexander Dennis Goldie Alan Nimmo Robert Spears
Jim Blackwood Linda Gow Craig Martin
Gerry Goldie Adrian Mahoney Craig R Martin

Councillors not in attendance – Tom Coleman and Malcolm Nicol

Agenda Item: 3 Subject: LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL
SETTLEMENT 2016/17 – UPDATE
POSITION

MOTION

“Subject to advice being received ahead of the deadline on the availability of grounds
to judicially review it (in which case another meeting of the Executive will be called),
Council reluctantly accepts the terms of the settlement letter from the Cabinet
Secretary dated 27 January 2016 but, in doing so, agrees that the following points
must be made:

The current financial circumstances facing local government are particularly
challenging and any measures which restrict how council’s raise and spend their
funding are not helpful at this time
The continued freeze in the council tax reduces local accountability and
constrains severely the ability of Council’s to take financial decisions for their
own communities
The focus on pupil/teacher numbers at a national level takes no account to local
circumstances and again reduces the ability of local members to take local
decisions
Whilst sharing the Cabinet Secretary’s desire to see the living wage paid across
the care sector the Council recognises, as set out in the Scottish Government’s
own statutory guidance that “contracting authorities are unable to make payment
of the Living Wage a mandatory requirement as part of a competitive
procurement process”.  While Council will continue to pursue fair working
practices in all its contracts, consistent with the law, the ability to “ensure”
payment of the living wage and to force our private and voluntary partners to pay
it and to meet their share of the costs involved remains constrained.

Moved by: C Martin
Seconded by:  CR Martin

AMENDMENT

Council agrees to accept the Scottish Governments offer of funding for 2016/17 as the
best possible settlement given the significant cuts in their budget from Westminster’s
austerity agenda.

Moved by:  D Alexander
Seconded by: R Spears
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VOTE

  For the motion (8)                                                  For the amendment (2)

Jim Blackwood Adrian Mahoney David Alexander Robert Spears
Gerry Goldie Alan Nimmo
Dennis Goldie Craig Martin
Linda Gow Craig R Martin

Decision: Motion carried.

Notes

1. This voting record is subject to approval of the formal minute at the next meeting of
the Executive on 23 February 2016.

2. Only those items where a vote was taken are recorded here.  For information about
decisions reached on any other items considered at this meeting, please contact
Brian Pirie, 01324 506110.
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AGENDA ITEM 3 

FALKIRK COUNCIL 

Subject: LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL SETTLEMENT 2016/17 – 
UPDATE POSITION  

Meeting: SPECIAL EXECUTIVE 
Date: 5 February 2016 
Author: DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE & HOUSING SERVICES 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 A report was submitted to Executive on 12 January 2016 setting out the Local 
Government Financial Settlement flowing from Mr Swinney’s Budget and his letter to 
Council Leaders dated 16 December 2015.  In the interim, there have been protracted 
negotiations between the Scottish Government and Cosla leading to a letter from Mr 
Swinney dated 27 January 2016 confirming “final details of the Local Government 
Financial Settlement for 2016/17”.  

The trail of engagement is attached for Members’ review:- 

• Appendix 1 Mr Swinney’s letter to Leaders dated 16/12/15
• Appendix 2 Cosla Report
• Appendix 3 Mr Swinney’s letter to Moray Council
• Appendix 4 Mr Swinney’s letter to Leaders dated 27/01/16

1.2 The primary purpose of this report is to focus on the terms of Mr Swinney’s final 
Settlement Letter dated 27 January 2016.  There are four primary elements:- 

• Council Tax Freeze
• Teacher Numbers
• IJB Integration Fund
• The complete package is to be agreed or grant penalties will apply.

The following Sections of the report consider each of these in turn. 

2. COUNCIL TAX FREEZE

2.1 Mr Swinney reaffirms his government’s mandate to freeze the Council Tax and notes, 
moreover that with the release of the report from the Commission on Local Tax Reform, 
“now is not the time to dispense with the protection the freeze offers”.  Consequently, 
the Council Tax freeze is to remain in place for the ninth consecutive year.  

2.2 It is now clear that any Council which elected to break the Council Tax Freeze would 
incur severe grant loss. 
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3. TEACHER NUMBERS

3.1       The Scottish Government has indicated that it seeks to maintain the national pupil 
teacher ratio (PTR) at 1:13.7.  In Falkirk the PTR is currently 1:13.5 (i.e. better than the 
national position).  Over the last two years it has been clear that Councils were required 
to maintain their own PTRs to contribute towards the national target and officers are 
working on this assumption even although this is not specifically articulated in the letter 
from the Cabinet Secretary.  Provided our ratio remains unchanged, it is anticipated that 
the Council should receive approximately £1.6m from the Scottish Government 
allocation of £51m to maintain pupil teacher ratios.   

3.2       The requirement to maintain PTR is not advantageous to Falkirk Council as our pupil 
roll is rising.  This requirement therefore limits our flexibility regarding teacher 
deployment and our ability to make savings or reduce expenditure.  Based on our current 
roll projections we anticipate needing to recruit a further 6FTE teachers (cost £240k) to 
meet this target.  This is an additional pressure over and above the £1.6m funding 
provided. 

3.3      Falkirk Council has well developed practice in meeting our stipulated core probationer 
commitments and will be able to continue to comply with this requirement.  It should be 
noted however that should Falkirk Council be allocated fewer probationers than in 
recent years from the national allocation it will require to recruit additional teachers to 
meet the PTR requirement and this will also increase our expenditure. 

4. IJB INTEGRATION FUND

4.1 This is in many respects the most significant and problematic element in Mr Swinney’s 
letter and the main reason why negotiations between the Scottish Government and Cosla 
have been protracted.  It has to be said that the final iteration of the terms contained in 
this letter still leaves uncertainties.  A sum of £250m has been made available to the new 
Adult Social Work & Health Integration Joint Boards (IJB).  This sum is to be routed via 
Health and it can reasonably be argued that this has been taken from the Local 
Government Settlement.  It is split into two equal tranches of £125m and the Falkirk IJB 
share is £3.54m for each tranche.  The position with each tranche is considered in the 
following paragraphs. 

4.2 With respect to the first tranche, Mr Swinney’s letter states this, “is provided to support 
additional spend on expanding social care” and “this additionally reflects the need to 
expand capacity to accommodate growth in demand for services as consequence of 
demographic change”.   As the Council had provisionally identified an element of uplift 
in the funding for the IJB to reflect demographic pressures and the IJB will now have 
funding made available for the same purpose, it is proposed that the payment made to 
the IJB will be reduced to the extent of that identified element of the uplift.  Engagement 
with the IJB will be required in relation to this adjustment. 
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4.3 Turning to the second tranche of £125m, Mr Swinney’s letter states that this “is provided 
to help meet a range of existing costs faced by local authorities … this includes our joint 
aspiration to deliver the living wage for all social care workers.  The allocation of this 
resource will enable Councils to ensure that all social care workers including in the 
independent and third sectors are paid £8.25 an hour. This assumes that private and third 
sector providers will meet their share of the costs. “The Council already pays its existing 
staff the Living Wage and thus this element is already built into the Council’s 2016/17 
Budget.  The difficulty arises with external contract arrangements which cover a 
significant proportion of our social care outlay.  The following bullet points, which are 
not exhaustive, illustrate the variety of variables in the mix and the complexity of the 
matter:- 

• C200 Adult Service providers, with over 3,000 service users
• Wide range of payment arrangements in place from hourly to weekly to block

funding arrangements
• 50% of Adult Services spend contracted through Cosla/Scotland Excel via

National Care Home Contract (which is currently being negotiated) and Other
Adult Residential Homes

• Falkirk Council contracts in place for Community Care and Care at Home
• The Settlement letter allows until 1 October 2016 for implementation of the

Living Wage
• It is assumed that external providers will provide 25% of the cost of the Living

Wage, although there is no basis for believing that they will be willing to do so
even if they could afford it.

4.4 Financial modelling has been undertaken reflecting the scenario outlined above and it is 
believed that an additional outlay of circa £3.5m is a reasonable estimate of the additional 
cost attributable to the Living Wage.  This would broadly match the Council’s share of 
the second tranche.  To the extent that costs proved to be more than that, it could be left 
to the Integration Joint Board to manage within its overall resources, or the Council 
could elect to support the position from its reserves.  This would be a matter for 
consideration once the relevant costs crystallised.  To the extent Living Wage costs 
proved to be less than the Council’s share of this tranche, there will be other cost 
elements reflected in the 2016/17 Budget base that could legitimately be claimed against 
the available grant. 

4.5 Notwithstanding the financial risk reflected in the above paragraph, there is a further 
concern contained in Mr Swinney’s letter.  That relates to the Scottish Government’s 
potential to clawback elements of grant where that element of the package is not 
delivered in practice.  The relevant part of the letter is quoted at paragraph 5.2 of this 
report.  The practical difficulty is that it is not in the Council’s gift to ensure all external 
contractors do actually pay the Living Wage (procurement rules bar us from stipulating 
this in contracts) and consequently it is not reasonable to hold a Council responsible in 
such a situation.  In responding to Mr Swinney’s letter, it would seem appropriate and 
necessary to highlight this reality, but making clear that we do share the “joint aspiration” 
to deliver the Living Wage, notably by paying it to our own staff, and by making best 
endeavours with respect to external providers. 
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5. REQUIREMENT TO AGREE THE COMPLETE PACKAGE

5.1 Mr Swinney’s letter of 27 January 2016, as was the case with his letter of 16 December 
2015, requires Councils to “agree the full package of measures”.  Moreover, “any Council 
that does not sign up to the complete package will not receive their share of:- 

£’m 
• Integration Fund 250 
• Support for Teachers 88 
• Council Tax Freeze/Support    70 

£408m “ 

Falkirk’s share of this on a population basis would be £11.75m. 

5.2 There is a section of the letter which deals with circumstances where a Council does 
formally agree to the package but then does not manage to deliver on any element and 
this is repeated below:- 

“If in the event, however, a Council that does sign up then does not deliver any of the 
remaining specific commitments on council tax freeze, social care spend, including 
delivery of the £8.25 per hour Living Wage or national teacher targets then the Scottish 
Government reserves its position to take action to remove access to or recover that 
element of the additional funding support earmarked to deliver each of the remaining 
specific measures. In the case of pupil teacher ratio not being maintained nationally then 
the Scottish Government reserves its position to recover monies allocated to individual 
authorities whose pupil teacher ratio rises. This action will be proportionate and apply 
only to that element of the funding for a specific measure that a local authority 
subsequently does not deliver as set out in the paragraph above.”  

5.3 Council Leaders are required to respond to Mr Swinney by 9 February 2016 at the latest 
advising their response to the package of measures he has offered. 

6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 The Council is now at the stage where the proposals to be considered at the Budget 
meeting on 17 February 2016 need to be collated to allow the timeous issue of the 
agenda. 

6.2 This has proved to be an exceptionally challenging Budget cycle, compounded by both 
the scale of the grant loss the Council has incurred and the very late negotiations between 
Scottish Government and Cosla. 

6.3 A decision now needs to be taken on the Council’s response to Mr Swinney’s letter of 27 
January 2016.  Based on the content of this report, the following particular points are 
highlighted to inform this response:- 

a) There is no relaxation of the Council Tax Freeze and any move to breach this would
trigger severe grant penalty loss
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b) The requirement to maintain teacher numbers retains a focus on inputs rather than
outputs.  The measure has expenditure implications, albeit this will wholly or
substantially be expected to be covered by Scottish Government grant.

c) With respect to the IJB Integration Fund, there still remains some lack of clarity and
the Council seems to be being asked to deliver an outcome with respect to the
delivery of the Living Wage by external contractors, where it is not master of its own
destiny and with consequent risk of grant clawback.  The basis of a response is
contained in para 4.5.  Moreover, looking forward there will be full year costs of the
Living Wage to be paid in 2017/18 and in future years and we have no information
as to the grant arrangements which will apply in 2017/18 and beyond.

d) The package as a whole must be delivered, with the penalties for failure to accept the
package or deliver on it are both clear and significant.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

Members are invited to:-

7.1 Consider whether the terms of Mr Swinney’s letter of 27 January should be 
accepted; and 

7.2 Consider the matters they would wish reflected in that response. 

_______________________________________________________ 
DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE & HOUSING SERVICES 
Date:  3 February 2016 
Ref:  AAB05.02.16 – Special Executive Local Government Financial Settlement 
Contact Officer:  Bryan Smail 

LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS 

NIL 
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